RESCUE TAPE

®

Stretch, Wrap, & GET RESCUED!™
700psi! ~ 8,000 Volts! ~ 500F Degrees!
Rescue Tape® is a self-fusing silicone repair product with infinite uses. Used by the US Military for years, this is
the most versatile and easy to use emergency and all-purpose repair product available. By just stretching Rescue
Tape® and wrapping around any project onto itself, Rescue Tape® will create a permanent air-tight, water-tight
seal . . . in just minutes or even seconds! You can repair leaks on plumbing and hoses in a flash, use it for
electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, wrap tool handles, and much, much more.
The uses are limited only by your imagination.

RESCUE TAPE® . . . THE ULTIMATE MULTI-PURPOSE REPAIR TAPE!
Rescue Tape . . .










Is Self-Fusing!
Incredible 700 PSI Tensile Strength!
Insulates 8,000 Volts per layer!
Withstands 500° F of heat! (260° C) ~ Remains flexible to -85° F! (-60° C)
Creates a Permanent Air-Tight, Water-Tight Seal in seconds!
Never gets gummy or sticky like electrical or duct tape - No messy cleanup!
Has an unbelievably long shelf life!
Is extremely versatile!
Resists Fuels, Oils, Acids, Solvents, Salt Water, Road Salt, UV Rays

Rescue Tape has infinite uses! Here are just a few suggestions:













Keep it on board trucks & equipment for emergency hose repair
Seal leaky hoses, pipes, tubing & fittings
Neaten up lines and extension cords in stowage
Whip the ends of ropes
Wrap tools and handles for a GREAT non-slip grip
Wrap wiring harnesses and custom split-looming
Waterproof electrical connections and terminals
Use it as an emergency fan belt or O-Rings!
Wrap hydraulic fittings and other exposed metal connections to help prevent corrosion
Works even over wet, dirty, or oily surfaces!
Keep a roll of Rescue Tape in all of your trucks, cars, boats or RVs for emergencies!
Wrap it around ANYTHING that you want secure or repair, and it will never leave any sticky residue!

Get Rescued in TWO sizes:
●Standard sized rolls of 1” X .020” (20mil) X 12’
●Industrial sized rolls of 2” X .030” (30mil) X 36’

Characteristics of Rescue Tape
Property

Test Method

Performance

Operating temperature range

-65 C to 260 C

Continuous temperature range

-60 C to 200 C

Cold Brittle Point

-65 C

Hardness Shore A

ASTM D2148

50

Tensile Strength, Min.

ASTM D119

700 psi

Elongation, Min.

ASTM D119

300%

Tear Strength, Min.

ASTM D624, Die B

85 ppi

Bond Strength, Min.

MIL-I-46852

2 lbs

Cold Brittle Point, Max.

ASTM D746

-65 C

Water Absorbtion, Max.

MIL-I-46852

3% By Weight

Dielectric Strength, Min.

MIL-I-46852

400 v/mil (8,000 Volts/20mil)

Standard Colors Available in 1” X 12’ X .020” (20 mil) Rolls:
Black, Red, Clear, White, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange
Custom Colors Also Available: Iron Oxide Red, Gray
Industrial 2” X 36’ X .030” (20 mil) Rolls: Black, Clear and White in stock, all others may be special order.
Custom orders available in triangular or rectangular cross section, with thicknesses available from .010” (10 mil)
to .080” (80 mil), widths from ½” to 2”, and lengths from 12’ to 48’.
Rescue Tape is extruded of high performance silicone. It is self-adhering and self-fusing, and cures at room
temperature. Its high thermal conductivity allows rapid heat dissipation, resulting in lower temperature rise.
Rescue Tape is suitable for use wherever a tough, high temperature (to 260 C), permanently resilient insulation or
seal is required. Properly installed, Rescue Tape provides a moisture-free permanent seal around hoses, tubes and
wire harness bundles, offering low cost solutions to common problems in extreme environments.
Rescue Tape is manufactured to Military Spec: CID A-A-59163
(which supercedes MIL-I-46862 Rev. C 02-98)
Harbor Products, Inc.
1802 N. Carson Street #212-2009
Carson City, NV 89701
Toll Free: 877-847-2628

